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faction in academic and professional circles here. Professor
Herlman has been associated with University College for
several years, and has become widely known in connection
with the marine observatory that has been for some years
located on Puffin Island, and has this year been transferred
to the Isle of Man. Professor Gotch has only been a short
time in Liverpool, and it is a matter for congratulation that
the newly-endowed chair of Physiology should be held,
almost from its very commencement, by a Fellow of the Royal
Society.

CORRESPONDENCE.
MORTALITY AMONG NATIVE FOLLOWERS IN

BURMAH.
Sin -I consider that I am in a position to throw some light

on thls subject, one that I am afraid is sought in some
quarters to be obscured by the use or misuse of some terms
which are not very well understood by public readers. My
experience of about 3, years' field service in Burmah and the
opportunities given me of passing in review numerous coolie
corps recruited for service enable me to state some facts of
importance.

the first place then it will be necessary to clear the
ground of all ambiguity. There was a Burmah Field Force,
an Upper Burmah Field Force, and a Chin-Lushai Field Force,
the latter equally an Upper Burmah field force but united with
a force from Bengal. iLt is I believe, with reference to the
latter, or Chin-Lushai Fiela Force more- especially, that alle-
gations are made as to excessive mortality among native fol-
lowers, and it is a good example to select because the last in
time to be formed and after the responsible authorities had
had three years' experience in dealing with the selection and
treatment of coolies for military services in Burmah.
This Chin-Lushai expedition was, I believe, determined on

in May or June of 1889 (it is of importance to note time), and
the official date was fixed, not to be divulged, on December
15th. In July and August coolies arrived at Myingyan (Myin-
gyan base of operations on Burmah side and under medical
administration of Mandalay), and were sent forward to the
Chin frontier to work on the line of projected operations. No
tents or shelters were provided for them although this move-
ment was in the rainy season, and there were no medical
officers, ambulance, or medical equipment of any kind with
them, and any shelter or attendance they could procure was
that provided by establishments of any native troops they
came in contact with. This treatment continued up till the
end of December (rain all through) notwithstanding the fact
of December 15th being fixed for all preparations to be ready
on the frontier. Coolie corps also arrived from the Assam
side; and in an equally destitute condition. I arrived on the
Chin frontier in the beginning of November, and the sole
meidicalappliancesI found were those which I hadbroughtwith
me, without sanction, which had long previously been applied
for. To effect some arrangements I placed myself in commu-
nication with the principal medical officer at Madalay, and by
him was referred to the principal medical officer at Rangoon,
and by the latter I was referred across the seas to the head-
quarters at Madras.
In the beginning of January, 1890, medical stores com-

nienced to arrive in time to meet the stream of sick being sent
back from the front. Madras headquarters, it would appear,
claimed the right to nominate to appointments, and to make
all arrangements, or rather, I should say, to prevent any
arrangements being made. The sickness was extensive-in
fact, universal, and the mortality high among all classes,
worst of all among the native followers, and will never be
exactly ascertained. Bodies were picked up in jungle paths,
which could not be identified except through some caste
tokens. The commissariat is the only department which pos-
sesses the registers of the enlisted and the disappearances
from the pay lists. The mortality of the invalided among the
Sepoys was very high, and must have been greater among the
native followers, as they were little looked after. The native
followers were; as a rule, of miserable physique to begin with,
many of them weedy, unformed boys, others the refuse of the
Iidian bazaars. It was almost impossible to procure a set of

them who could carry an empty dooly. -It is difficult to say
if any of the sickness' could have been prevented, yet there is
no doubt much of the mortality could have been avoided by
suitable measures. The commissariat cattle, well tended and
cared for, were almost annihilated.
The Madras headquarters-whatever'that may mean-were

responsible for some of the mismanagement, which, if it did
not lead to an increase of sickness, at all events put obstacles
in the way of the adoption of measures for the removal of the
sick from a deadly climate, and thereby they contributed to
increase the mortality. The sole chance for the seriously ill
was immediate removal, and for this no preparations were
made. The local administrative medical staff seemed to be
powerless, except in the matter of refusing to sanction ex-
penditure. The Commissariat Department claimed the
monopoly of employing the labour without any obligation to
provide for the labourers, sick or well, except under pressure.
The Public Works Department was even a worse offender,
claiming perfect absolution from all obligations beyond pay-
ing the contractors for the labour employed. Many of its
labourers escaped, and died in Burman villages. Medical
officers were expected to look after all this mass of hetero-
geneous labour, and were not even furnished with a register of
its strength, nor empowered to expend a single cowrie-for any
purpose whatever. By the way, I never received an official
programme of the projected campaign until by accident I came
across one in the public prints.

I cannot explain why the campaign was entered on in July,
and December 15th fixed as its official date of commencement,
unless the idea is in some way connected with the old custom
of blowing trumpets and hoisting banners before passing into
your enemy's garden. The effective result of the arrangement
was that no department, excepting the commissariat, could
spend any money for the health or comfort of the men com-
posing the force. It could spend most lavishly, and did so
even for the purchase and conveyance of contractors' beef,
which had to be thrown into the Kal6 river, twelve days'
journey from the seaport.
This is one of our recent successful campaigns with all the

teachings of experience.-I am, etc.,
National Liberal Club. WM. DUNCAN, M.B.

MEDICAL OFFICERS OF FR1ENDLY SOCIETIES.
SIR,-By publishing the enclosed circular, a copy of which

has been forwarded to the various surgeons connected with
these institutions, in your next issue, you will confer a great
obligation on a large number of our medical brethren.-I am,
etc., E. WHITWELL, L.R.C.P., L.F.P.S.G.
Lincoln.

5, Unity Square, Lincoln, 8th June, 1892.
DEAR SIR,-In course of correspondence we have found that medical

officers holding friendly society appointments have grievances. Being
obliged to hold such appointments, can we not devise to meet at some
central place for the purpose of forming an alliance to mutually benefit
ourselves ?
We are writing to each medical officer for his view on this matter, and if

the majority are favourable, a meeting will be called at some future date
in July or August.
The case of Dr. Martin, of Stourport, should incite us the more in this

movement.
An early reply will oblige.-Yours faithfully,

S. WHITWELL, M.B., 8, Monk's Road, Lincoln.
J. H. RODGER8, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., 5, Unity Square,- Lincoln.
R. ROBERTS, M.R.C.S., LS.A., Lincoln.
J. PEARSON, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., Lincoln.
T. KENNEDY, L.R.C.P., L.R.C.S., Northampton.
J. FRANCIS, M.B., M.R.C. , L.R.C,P., Luton.
F. F. LYNCH, M.D., Walsall.
E. WATKINS, L.R.C.P., L.F.P.S.G., Nottingham.
W. GIBSON, M.D., Kidderminster,
E. FIRTI, L.R.C.P., L.F.P.S.E., Grantham.

SEA SICKNESS AND ITS TREATMENT.
SIR,-Dr. Graily Hewitt's remarks in the BRITISH MEDICAL

JOURNAL Of May 14th as to visual disturbances occasioning
sea sickness are interesting, but that these disturbances
originate mal de mer is disproved by the facts that blind
people become sea sick, and that persons sleeping are not
always protected, for sufferers have been even awakened by a
full paroxysm of the attack. Yet, on the other hand, it is
true that when asleep a person is much less likely to be,
troubled than when awake, and the remedial measures men-
tioned by Dr. Hewitt-the horizontal position and bandaging
the eyes-are not unimportant. For obvious reasons such'
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agencies could only-be used on,a short voyage, as fromi Dover
to Calais.
While by no means minimising his suggestion in regard

to this trip across the Channel, I desire to draw attention to
another mode of treatment. A solution containing in each
ounce 30 grains of bromide of potassium and 30 grains of
chloralamicde has been singularly advantageous in long voy-
ages. I have also suggested its adoption as a preventive of
sea sickness in short journeys by sea-such as from Harwich
to the Continent, or Fleetwood to Belfast. The passenger
should prepare for the journey by taking an antibilious pill
for two successive nights1 before going on board, and when on
board should take no food, retire to his cabin, and take a full
dose of the solution. The effects of this treatment are illus-
trated by the following details, which have been sent me by
a medical friend who acted upon the suggestions given.
Before crossing from T.eith to Hamburg a few weeks ago I thought I

would try to stave off my inveterate enemy-sea sickness-by following
your advice, and taking with me a solution of bromide of potassium and
ehloralamide (chlorobrom). The night before sailing I took a couple of
podophyllin pills, and the next night a full dose of chlorobrom, and went
to my berth before the boat was out of the Leith roads. I slept soundly,
was not sick the whole way, and never missed a meal, although the boat
pitched a good deal. I may mention that I have crossed twice to NewYork
and three times to Hamburg, and without exception have been badly sick
each time. In fact, returning from Rotterdam to Leith a fortnight ago,
I was unable to take similar precautions, and though it was no rougher
than on the former occasion I was very sick; ate nothing one day but a
slice of toast, an egg, and a cup of tea; and after much severe retching
repeatedly vomited small quantities of bile. M. K. also took the medi-
cine, and suffered as little as myself. A girl, travelling steerage, who was
exceedingly sick and miserable also took a dose, and passed a comfort-
able night, sleeping soundly she told us next morning. I also gave some
to a fellow-passenger, and he writes: " Having taken upon your recom-
mendation two doses, I am able to declare that, although usually unwell
under similar conditions, I have escaped sea sickness, have enjoyed
my food, and have slept as soundly as in my own bed." Having
last year suffered severely in my passage from Glasgow to Shet-
land, I was glad to make trial of chlorobrom this year, and to
find on the- voyage northward that it effectually relieved the
nausea, and cut short the retching after vomiting had com-
menced, and on the return journey I tested its prophylactic action.
Two nights before embarking I took a pill of mercury and podophyllin.
Its action was so marked that 1 did not take a second, but took 6
drachms of the solution before the steamer started from Lerwick, at 5 A. M.
The tossing was sufficient to wake me several tihnes, but on such occa-
sions I experienced for a few minutes an exquisitely pleasurable sensa-
tion of repose, which the rocking of the steamer seemed rather to en-
hance, and then fell asleep again. A lady, who made use of chlorobrom
on the same voyage stated to me that she positively enjoyed the rolling
of the steamer. AZtiough feeling in no sense drowsy or oppressed I con-
tinued to lie on the sofa, except during an interval of an hour or two, for
28 hours. During the greater part of this period I slept, partly in conse-
quence of the loss of rest during the night and a fatiguing walk on the
d*Y before going on board. As we entered the Firth of Forth I rose and
enjoyed a substantial breakfast, feeling quite vigorous and refreshed.
Other reports have reached me equally satisfactory as to its

efficacy in short voyages, and I have no hesitation in saying
it should be tried by all who contemplate and dread a voyage
from this country to the Continent. All the details I have
obtained justify me in affirming that-

1. This solution is absolutely safe and harmless, and that it
produces a refreshing sleep without any baneful aftere-ffects.

2. When judiciously administered it prevents, and in all
cases alleviates, sea sickness.-I am, etc.,

M. CHARTERIS, M.D.,
Glasgow. Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica,

University of Glasgow.

In tbp case of females a Tamar Indieil is more easily taken, and quite as
useful as a pill.

SEX IN EDUCATION.
SrP,-Iexpected an apology from Mr. Charle3 Roberts for

having, in his attempt to criticise my address on Sex in
Education, misrepresented my position, made statements
flagrantly erroneous, and seriously misled your readers; but
instead of that he meets my corrections by an unblushing
denial and hugs his blunders to his bosom.
-But Mr. Charles Roberts shall not escape under a mere bold

assertion of innocence. I repeat in unequivocal terms that he
has been guilty of arithmetical mistakes and bungling
which would insure to a small schoolboy that corporal
punishment which, if I recollect rightly, Mr. Charles Roberts
has advocated as the most wholesome and effectual cor-
rective.
Fortunately the question in dispute between us is one of

figures published in your columns, and so can be brought to
a definite issue. Were I to repeat, however, my demonstra-

tion of his errors, I should in all probability be met again,
a flat contradiction, conveyed in the form of words employed
by Mr. Charles Roberts in the BurTIsE MEDICAL JOURNAL of
June l1th: " I made none and I fell into none of the mistakes
which Sir James fancies he has discovered in my last. letter.'t
I can scarcely expect your readers to refer to three back
numbers of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL and work out the
calculations for themselves, so I have thought it best. to
submit the correspondence between Mr. Charles Roberts -and-
me to Mr. Noel Humphreys, of the Registrar-General'si
department) who will be admitted to be an unimpeachable
authority, and to ask him to pass judgment on the matter.
Mr. Noel Humphreys writes to me in these words, and I have
his permission to quote them:

I am obliged to you for calling my attention "to the correspondenoe
between you and Mr. Charles Roberts, whose fiasco is amusing, and adds
another to my collection of statistical blunders. It is difficult to con-
ceive how Mr. Roberts, in his elaborate attack upon your figures, could
have so bewildered himself with his own as to lose sight of the simple
fact that by reducing the average excess of the height of males over that
of females from 5 to 4 inches, he necessarily raised instead of decreasing:
the excess of male brain weight, not accounted for by the different size of
men and women. Knowing as I do the abundance of pitfalls that sur-
round the statistical method, I have often had cause for astonishment-
and regretthat so few have the honest courage to confess a statistical
blunder, even when it is as patent as Mr. Roberts's.
Had Mr. Charles Roberts pleaded haste or inadvertence for-

the blunders in his first letter I should not have had another
word to say, but it is to be noted that after they had been
clearly pointed out to him, and after he had had ample time
to examine them, he deliberately adhered to them. Only two
explanations of such a course are possible, and, as one of
these I cannot for a moment entertain, I am compelled to
adopt the other, and believe that he labours under a curf6us
arithmetical incapacity, which makes it necessary that we
should receive his anthropometric calculations with extreme
caution.
Mr. Charles Roberts accuses me of introducing " the per-

sonal element" into our discussion, and so rendering it im-
possible to treat it in " a scientific spirit." Now, Sir, I have
read over my letter in which I pointed out Mr. Charles'
Roberts's wanderings from the path of statistical rectitude,
and I find that while I called an egregious blunder an,
egregious blunder, as I was bound to do, I did not use a ivord'
or phrase that could be twisted into a personality, unless it:
be that I described a somewhat dogmatic pronouncement on
stature as " Mr. Charles Roberts's ultimatum." Is this " the
personal element" complained of? Perhaps Mr. Charles'
Roberts would regard an isosceles triangle as an opprobrious
epithet. It is to be regretted that so sensitive a controversi-
alist should have intervened in a discussion with which he
had no particular concern, and in which, as 'it now appears, he'
had no particular vocation to take part.
Because I have drawn " conclusions from a combination of

lunatics' brains and sane persons' bodies to an audience of'
medical men," I am incompetent, according to Mr. Charles
Roberts, to judge of his tape measurements. I am not aware
that I have attempted logical deduction from any such extra--
ordinary hotch-potch, but I have, with perfect' propriety,
drawn a conclusion from the relation between the average
weight of the brain in a large number of lunatics and the
average stature of the population of the district from which
they are drawn. Mr. Charles Roberts has yet to prove that'
lunatics (excluding, of course, idiots and imbeciles) are of
different height from sane men and women; and when he has
done so, he will only have strengthened my position as re--
gards brain differences in the sexes. Even then, however, he
will not have established his right to define the limits of my
judgment, or to dictate to me what is and is not "the scien"-
tific spirit." If I were to be guided by our recent correspond'e
ence, I should have to conclude that, according to Mr. Charles'
Roberts, the scientific spirit consists in a disregard of gram-
mar and a defiance of the rule of three.-I am, etc.,
Queen Anne's Mansions, S.W. JAMES CIICHTON-BROWNE.

SIR,-In the correspondence between Sir J. Crichton-Browne'
and Mr. Charles Roberts, which has taken place during the
last few weeks in the BRITIsH MEDrcAL JOURNAL, the latter
corrects the former as to the mean stature of males, asserting
that it is 67.5 inches,while Sir J. Crichton-Browne states it to-be
67 inches. The source from whence Mr. Roberts takes hisw
statement is doubtless the valuable report of the Anthropo.


